Hymn to Ham

By Roy Blount Jr., BA’63

Though Ham was one of Noah’s sons
(Like Japheth), I can’t see
That Ham meant any more to him
Than ham has meant to me.

On Christmas Eve
I said, “Yes ma’am,
I do believe
I’ll have more ham.”

I said, “Yes ma’am,
I do believe
I’ll have more ham.”

I said, “Yes ma’am,
I do believe
I’ll have more ham.”

And then after dinner my uncle said he
Was predominantly English but part Cherokee.
“As near as I can figure,” I said, “I am
An eighth Scotch-Irish and seven-eighths ham.”

Ham.
My soul.
I took a big hot roll,
I put in some jam,
And butter that melted down in with the jam,
Which was blackberry jam,
And a big old folded-over oozy slice of HAM …
And my head swam.

Ham!
Hit me with a hammah,
Wham bam bam!
What good ammah
Without mah ham?

Ham’s substantial, ham is fat,
Ham is firm and sound.
Ham’s what God was getting at
When he made pigs so round.

Aunt Fay’s as big as she can be —
She weighs one hundred, she must weigh three.
But Fay says, “Ham! Oh Lord, praise be,
Ham has never hampered me!”

Next to Mama and Daddy and Gram,
We all love the family ham.

So let’s program
A hymn to ham,
To appetizing, filling ham.
(I knew a girl named Willingham.)
And after that we’ll all go cram
Ourselves from teeth to diaphragm
Full of ham.
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I took calculus in high school, so I only took one math class at Vanderbilt. I find math to be very useful in life. For example, I ate a banana with lunch. Before I ate it, though, I found the slope of the line tangent to its curve.

Astronomy taught me that the universe is a vast and mysterious place, but with geology I learned that even mysterious things can be boring. Philosophy taught me to add "-ism" to the ends of words if I want to sound intelligent. Also, the longer the word, the more important it is. History classes taught me that people have been behaving badly for thousands of years.

The Blair School of Music proved that if something is far away, I will never go there. Peabody reemphasized that point and also showed me that taunting HOD majors never gets old. Engineering falls on the other end of the useful/interesting spectrum in that it is one of the most employable fields at Vanderbilt but also stab-me-in-the-eye boring. My good friend Erin is a BME student who likes to tell me exciting stories about her major. Unfortunately, these stories usually end with phrases like, "Then my project partner and I got really crazy and reconfigured the model! And we graphed the results!" Poor Erin. She may get a better job than I will, but she will never learn the art of lobster mangling.

And that’s about it. That’s everything I learned at Vanderbilt. College was fun, but it went far too quickly. My freshman year was spent in the lobby of Branscomb. My sophomore and junior years revolved around the McGill picnic table, and my senior year has been a series of failed attempts at putting clothing on top of the Cornelius Vanderbilt statue. But that is over now. There’s nothing left for me to do except get a job and a mortgage and wait for the wrinkles to arrive. Well, that and learn how to guide cocktail-party conversations to the topic of lobsters.

Claire Suddath started writing for the Vanderbilt Hustler as a freshman and has had a weekly humor column for the past two years. This essay was adapted from her Hustler column.